[Acute fetal distress. The anesthesiologist's point of view].
Foetal distress is a non-specific and imprecise diagnose sometimes associated with surgical delivery of a normal newborn. As this type of delivery is usually considered urgent, emergent anaesthesia is required. General anaesthesia is usually chosen in these cases because it is the quickest anaesthetic technique and because of fears concerning the haemodynamic consequences of regional techniques. Maternal risks of general anaesthesia which is the leading cause of anaesthesia-related maternal mortality (difficult intubation and Mendelson's syndrome) but also neonatal consequences (increased need for neonatal resuscitation) have challenged this policy. Indeed, spinal anaesthesia and extension of a pre-existing epidural analgesia are more and more used during emergency Caesarean section. A better evaluation of the patient's problems based upon a pre-anaesthetic outpatient visit during the last trimester of pregnancy allows a more rational approach to meet the patient's requirements should an emergency. Caesarean section be necessary. For example, a "prophylactic" epidural instituted soon after the beginning of labour may be lifesaving in a patient with obvious signs of difficult intubation. A clear definition of safe standards of equipment and practices either to prevent. Mendelson's syndrome or to cope with a failed intubation drill is of greatest importance. Finally, comprehensive communication between the anaesthetic and obstetrical teams is one of the most useful ways to facilitate safer approach of the management of obstetric emergencies studies. Caesarean section for foetal distress.